
International Investment Conference
‘LITHUANIA IS OPEN FOR BUSINESS’

On the 15th of May Summit of Leaders together with Go Vilnius – the official tourism and 
investment promotion agency of Lithuania held the International Investment conference 
‘LITHUANIA IS OPEN FOR BUSINESS’. Aiming at introducing members and partners of 
EBA from 15 countries to the great economic and cultural potential of the European Union 
country, the event provided an overview of investment possibilities and business immigration 
opportunities of Lithuania in general. 
The conference was opened with welcome speeches from  Linas Kvedaravicius, Deputy Mayor 
of Vilnius and Heinz Wehrle, CEO, Investment Promotion Programme, Oxford (UK), Managing 
Partner, ‘Horwath HTL Switzerland-Global’(Switzerland).

The working session provided a digest of key 
note presentations dedicated to the ‘Investment 
Benefits of Lithuania as the EU Country’.  The 
participants were introduced to the initiatives 
and legal procedures for business immigration 
to EU Country, pros and cons of opening a 
company and doing business in Lithuania. 
Within the working session agenda leading 
regional company from Lithuania and overseas 
presented business activities, achievements 
and international collaboration opportunities. 

Amongst them there were such world-known brands, as Kutahya Porselen Sanayi A.S., 
Turkey (PORCELAIN TABLEWARE MANUFACTURING), EIKA Group, Lithuania (REAL ESTATE 
DEVELOPMENT), Tempo Hotel Bucharest, Romania (HOSPITALITY), Palmers Green International 
Limited, Ghana (ENGINIIRING & CONSTRUCTION), Eric Ebo Acquah, Managing Director, 
Blue Rose Limited, Ghana (REAL ESTATE), Álvaro Julião Massingue, Entrepreneur, General 
Manager, Consul of Lithuania in Mozambique,  
Eric Seddy Kurortse, CEO, First Sky Ltd, Ghana 
(CONSTRUCTION). All the delegates got an 
advantage to be introduced and to network 
during a matchmaking round table.
The Special medical session of ‘The Best Medical 
Practice Project’ became a hallmark of the 
conference agenda. Moderated by President of 
the European Medical Association (Belgium) Dr. 
Vincenzo Costigliola, it provided a specialized 
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platform for the best home medical centers to present themselves and to meet colleagues from 
healthcare and complementary medicine sectors. The Public Institution Centro Poliklinika 
from Vilnius, Lithuania demonstrated its innovative technical and professional potential 
having provided a key note presentation and the expert visit to the facilities for the conference 
participants.
The conference ended with a special networking gala reception from organizers and 
the presenting of special attributes to recognize business, academic and professional 
achievements of the international community members. 
The cordial congratulations and a big gratitude for all participants and organizers with the 
successfully held function and we do hope that the conference will provoke new business ideas 
and lucrative cooperation opportunities.


